








Earthquake, Japan



Earthquake, India



Earthquake, Hawaii



Alaska earthquake 20021102



Alaska Earthquake 20021102



Trans-Alaska Pipeline and Richardson Highway 3m displacement



Trans-Alaska pipeline showing displacement and collapse



Alaska Earthquake 20021102 Cooper Creek scarp



Alaska earthquake 20021102 vertical displacement



Alaska earthquake 
20021102 avalanches, 
debris flows and 
rockfalls



Alaska earthquake 20021102 Lost Creek slide



Alaska earthquake 20021102 ridge spreading due to earthquake motion



Alaska earthquake 20021102 liquefaction at Fielding Lake



Alaska earthquake 20021102 liquefaction at Fielding Lake



Alaska earthquake 20021102 fault trace



Alaska earthquake 20021102 fault trace near Chistochina Glacier



Alaska earthquake 20021102 fault trace on Chistochina Glacier



Alaska earthquake 20021102 Gakone slides on glacier



Alaska earthquake 20021102 Gakone slides on glacier



Alaska earthquake 20021102 rock avalanches across Black Rapid Glacier



Alaska earthquake 20021102 rock avalanches overriding Black Rapid Glacier





Turkey earthquake 19991211



Turkey earthquake 19991211



Turkey earthquake 19991211



Turkey earthquake 19991211



Turkey earthquake 19991211



Earthquake magnitude vs area affected by landslides

After Keefer







Earthquakes in and 
around Norway





Regional seismic activity 
from pre-1980 (open circles) 
and 1980-1998 (grey circles).

Red shading indicates uplift 
gradients, where dark red 
indicates the highest
gradients. The box and the 
stars indicate areas where 
shallow earthquake swarms
have been observed.



Earthquake epicenters 1960-1990, Northern Scandinavia



Driving forces
for earthquakes
in and around
Norway



















Knossos 3500 BP; Minoian culture





Knossos 3500 BP; Minoian culture



Knossos 3500 BP; advanced Minoian culture with water closets, etc.

Sudden decline from about 2500 BP. Loss of water due to earthquake?



Rock avalanche, Balsfjord, Troms



Dating and spatial distribution of rockslope failures

Important for:
• Evaluation and quantification of hazard and risk level
• Triggering mechanisms









Rock avalanches into
Tafjord, Norway



Spatial distribution of rock-slope failures in Møre & Romsdal

• Clusters

• Shortly after
deglaciation in coastal
area

• Many events during
the last 5000 years

Earthquake  release ?





Sumatra earthquake 26. December 2004:

All earthquakes have some effect on 
Earth's rotation. It's just that the effects 
are, usually, barely noticeable. 

This one was not usual: The devastating 
megathrust earthquake registered nine on 
the new "moment" scale (modified 
Richter scale), making it the fourth 
largest 'quake in one hundred years.



Dr. B.F. Chao of NASA's Goddard Space 
Flight Center and Dr. R.Gross of NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory routinely calculate 
earthquakes' effects on Earth's shape and 
rotation. They also study changes in polar 
motion--that is, the shifting of the North 
Pole. 

According to the latest calculations, the Dec. 
26th earthquake shifted Earth's "mean North 
Pole" by about 2.5 centimeters (1 inch) in 
the direction of 145 degrees east longitude, 
more or less toward Guam in the Pacific 
Ocean. This shift is continuing a long-term 
seismic trend identified in previous studies.



The quake also affected 
Earth's shape. 

The Sumatra earthquake 
26. Decmber 2004 had 
the effect that Earth's 
oblateness (flattening of 
the planet) decreased by 
a small amount--about 
one part in 10 billion. 
This continues the trend 
of earthquakes making 
Earth less oblate. Less 
oblate means more 
round.





The quake also affected 
day length on Earth. 

The earthquake decreased 
the length of the day by 
2.68 microseconds. (A 
microsecond is one 
millionth of a second.) 
In other words, Earth now 
spins a little faster than it 
did before. This change in 
spin is related to the change 
in oblateness. It's like a 
spinning skater drawing 
arms closer to the body 
resulting in a faster spin.









December 26, 2004   Sumatra                           280,000 9.0        Large tsunami in Indian Ocean


